Psychometric functions (PFs) quantify how external stimuli affect behavior and play an important role in building models of sensory and cognitive processes.
Introduction 1
Understanding the factors governing psychophysical behavior is 2 a central problem in neuroscience and psychology. Although ac-3 curate quantification of the behavior is an important goal in it-4 self, psychophysics provides an important tool for interrogating 5 the mechanisms governing sensory and cognitive processing in the 6 brain. As new technologies allow direct manipulations of neural 7 activity in the brain, there is a growing need for methods that can 8 characterize rapid changes in psychophysical behavior. 9 In a typical psychophysical experiment, an observer is trained to 10 report judgements about a sensory stimulus by selecting a response 11 from among two or more alternatives. The observer is assumed to 12 have an internal probabilistic rule governing these decisions; this 13 probabilistic map from stimulus to response is called the observer's 14 psychometric function. Because the psychometric function is not 15 directly observable, it must be inferred from multiple observations 16 of stimulus-response pairs. However, such experiments are costly 17 due to the large numbers of trials typically required to obtain good 18 estimates of psychometric functions. Therefore, a problem of ma-19 jor practical importance is to develop efficient experimental de-20 signs that can minimize the amount of data required to accurately 21 infer an observer's psychometric function.
22
Bayesian adaptive stimulus selection. A powerful ap-23 proach for improving the efficiency of psychophysical experiments 24 is to design the data collection process so that the stimulus is adap-25 tively selected on each trial by maximizing a suitably defined ob-26 jective function (MacKay, 1992) . Such methods are known by a 27 variety of names, including "active learning", "adaptive or sequen-28 tial optimal experimental design", and "closed-loop experiments." 29 statistical models that could be employed to describepsychophys-87 ical phenomena based on (often limited) data. A variety of re-88 cent advances also arose in sensory neuroscience or neurophysiol-89 ogy, driven by the development of efficient inference techniques for 90 neural encoding models (Lewi, Butera, & Paninski, 2009; M. Park, 91 Horwitz, & Pillow, 2011) or model comparison and discrimina-92 tion methods (Cavagnaro, Myung, Pitt, & Kujala, 2010; DiMattina 93 & Zhang, 2011; Kim, Pitt, Lu, Steyvers, & Myung, 2014) . These 94 advances can in many cases be equally well applied to psychophys-95 ical experiments. 
weight space is comparable to the moving the same distance in an-165 other dimension, again averaged over all possible stimuli. In other 166 words, we are justified to use the same unit along all dimensions of 167 the weight space.
168
Including omission trials. Even in binary tasks with only two 169 possible choices per trial, there is often an implicit third choice, 170
which is to make no response, make an illegal response, or to inter-171 rupt the trial at some point before the allowed response period. For 172 example, animals are often required to maintain an eye position 173 or a nose poke, or wait for a "go" cue before reporting a choice. 174
Trials on which the animal fails to obey these instructions are com-175 monly referred to as "omissions" or "violations", and are typically 176 discarded from analysis. However, failure to take these trials into 177 account may bias the estimates of the PF if they are more common 178 for some stimuli than others (see Fig. 2B ).
179
The multinomial response model provides a natural framework 180 for incorporating omission trials because it accommodates an arbi-181 trary number of response categories. Thus we can model omissions 182 explicitly as one of the possible choices the observer can choose 183 from, or as the (k + 1)'st response category in addition to the k 184 valid responses. One could even consider different kinds of omis-185 sions separately, e.g., allowing choice k+1 to reflect fixation period 186 violations and choice k + 2 to reflect failure to report a choice dur-187 ing the response window. Henceforth, we will let k reflect the total 188 number of choices, including omission, as illustrated in Fig. 1B . 189 This formulation can also be useful for the rated Yes/No task in 190 human psychophysics, where a "Not Sure" response is explicitly 191 presented (C. S. Watson, Kellogg, Kawanishi, & Lucas, 1973) . though such model was considered for adaptive stimulus selection 193 (Lesmes et al., 2015) , the third alternative was not handled as a 194 fully independent choice, as the goal was only to estimate the two 195 detection thresholds separately: one for a strict Yes, another for 196 a collapsed response of either Yes or Not Sure. Our model treats 197 each of the multiple alternatives equivalently. follows an ideal binomial logistic model, it can be estimated very well from data. The black dashed line shows the true PF for one of the two responses (say y = R), and the gray dashed line shows the true PF for the other response (say y = L), such that the two dashed curves always add up to 1. The black dots indicate the mean probability to observe this response y = R at each stimulus point x. We drew 20 observations per stimulus point, at each of the 21 stimulus points along the 1-dimensional axis. The resulting estimate for P (y = 1) is shown in the solid black line. The inference method is not important for the current purpose, but we used the MAP estimate, discussed in a later section. (B) Now suppose that some trials fell into the implicit third choice which is the omission (red dashed line shows omission probability). The observed probability of y = R at each stimulus point (open black circles) follows the true PF (black dashed line). But if the omitted trials are systematically excluded from analysis, as in common practice, the estimated PF (solid black line) reflects a biased set of observations (filled black circles), and fail to recover the true PF. (C) When there is a finite lapse rate (we used a total lapse of λ = 0.2, uniformly distributed to the two outcomes), the true PF (dashed black line) asymptotes to a finite offset from 0 or 1. If the resulting observations (black dots) are fitted to a plain binomial model without lapse, the slope of the estimated PF (solid black line) is systematically biased.
Modeling lapse with a mixture model. Another important 199 feature of real psychophysical observers is the tendency to occa-200 sionally make errors that are independent of the stimulus. Such 201 choices, commonly known as "lapses" or "button press errors", 202 may reflect lapses in concentration or memory of the response 203 mapping (Kuss et al., 2005; Wichmann & Hill, 2001a) . Lapses 204 are most easily identified by errors on "easy" trials, that is, trials 205 that should be performed perfectly if the observer were paying at-206 tention.
207
Although lapse rates can be negligible in highly trained ob-208 servers (Carandini & Churchland, 2013) , they can be substantially 209 greater than zero in settings involving non-primates or complicated 210 psychophysical tasks. Lapses affect the psychometric function by 211 causing it to saturate above 0 and below 1, so that "perfect" per-212 formance is never achieved even for the easiest trials. Failure to 213 incorporate lapses into the PF model may therefore bias estimates 214 of sensitivity, as quantified by PF slope or threshold (illustrated 215 in Fig. 2C ; also see Wichmann and Hill (2001a, 2001b) or Prins 216 (2012) ).
217
To model lapses, we use a mixture model that treats the ob-218 server's choice on each trial as coming from one of two probability 219 distributions: a stimulus-dependent distribution (governed by the 220 multinomial logistic model) and stimulus-independent distribution 221 (reflecting a fixed probability of choosing any option when laps-222 ing). Simpler versions of such mixture model have been proposed 223 previously (Kuss et al., 2005) . a Bernoulli random variable a ∼ Ber(λ) governs whether the ob-226 server lapses: with probability λ and the observer lapses (i.e., ig-227 nores the stimulus), and with probability 1−λ, and the observer at-228 tends to the stimulus. If the observer lapses (a = 1), the response is 229 drawn according to fixed probability distribution (c 1 , . . . , c k ) gov-230 erning the probability of selecting options 1 to k, where c i = 1. 231
If the observer does not lapse (a = 0), the observer selects a re-232 sponse according to the multinomial logistic model. Under this model, the conditional probability of choosing option i given the 234 stimulus can be written:
where q i is the lapse-free probability probability under the classical 237 MNL model (eq. 1).
238
It is convenient to re-parameterize this model so that λc i , the 239 conditional probability of choosing the i-th option due to a lapse, 240 is written
where each auxiliary lapse parameter u i is proportional to the log 243 probability of choosing option i due to lapse. The lapse-conditional 244 probabilities of each choice, c i , and the total lapse probability, λ, 245 are respectively Pillow, 2012) .
331
In this study, we use a generic independent, zero-mean Gaussian 332 prior over the weight vectors 333 p(w i ) = N (0, σ 2 I), ity λc i is bounded between 0.001 and 1/2. We set the lower range 343 constraint below 1/N , where N = 100 is the number of observed 344 trials in our simulations, since we cannot reasonably infer lapse 345 probabilities with precision finer than 1/N . The upper range con-346 straint gives maximal lapse probabilities of 1/(k + 1) if all u i take 347 on the maximal value of 0. Note that our prior is uniform with 348 respect to the rescaled lapse parameters {u i }, rather than to the ac-349 tual lapse rates; projected to the space of the lapse probabilities, 350
given the bounds, the prior increases towards smaller lapse. For a 351
comprehensive study of the effect of different priors on lapse, see 352
for example Schütt et al. (2016) . the observer selected the third option.
363
With this parametrization, the log-likelihood function for a sin-364 gle trial can be written
where p i (x, θ) denotes the probability p(y i = 1|x, θ) under the 367 model (eq. 1), and p(x, θ) ≡ [p 1 (x, θ), . . . , p k (x, θ)] denotes 368 the vector of probabilities for a single trial.
369
In the classical (lapse-free) multinomial logistic model, where 370 θ = {w i }, the log likelihood is a concave function of θ, which 371 guarantees that numerical optimization of the log-likelihood will 372 find a global optimum. With a finite lapse rate, however, the log 373 likelihood is no longer concave. (See Appendix A).
374
Posterior distribution. The log-posterior can be written as the 375 sum of log-prior and log-likelihood summed over trials, plus a con-
where D t ≡ {x s , y s } t s=1 denotes the accumulated data up to trial 
402 where covariance C t = −H −1 t is the inverse Hessian of the log 403 posterior, H t (i, j) = ∂ 2 (log p(θ|D t )/(∂θ i ∂θ j ), evaluated atθ t .
404
Note that when the log-posterior is concave (i. Sampling-based methods are typically more computationally in-416 tensive than the Laplace approximation, but may be warranted 417 when the posterior is not provably log-concave (as is the case when 418 lapse rates are non-zero) and therefore not well approximated by a 419 single Gaussian.
420
The basic idea in MCMC sampling is to set up an easy-to-sample 421
Markov Chain that has the posterior as its stationary distribution. 422
Sampling from this chain produces a dependent sequence of pos-423 terior samples: {θ m } ∼ p(θ|D t ), which can be used to evaluate 424 posterior expectations via Monte Carlo integrals: for any function f (θ). The mean of the posterior is obtained from 427 setting f (θ) = θ, although for adaptive stimulus selection we will 428 be interested in the full shape of the posterior. Here we propose a semi-adaptive MH algorithm, developed 440 specifically for the current context of sequential learning. Our changes only by a single-trial likelihood term on each trial.
455

Adaptive stimulus selection methods
As data are collected during the experiment, the posterior distribu-457 tion becomes narrower due to the fact that each trial carries some 458 additional information about the model parameters (see Fig. 3 ).
459
This narrowing of the posterior is directly related to information and propose an algorithm for selecting stimuli to maximize it.
469
Infomax criterion for stimulus selection. At each trial, we 470 present a stimulus x and observe the outcome y. After t trials, the 471 expected gain in information from a stimulus x is equal to the mu-472 tual information between y and the model parameters θ, given the 473 data D t observed so far in the experiment. We denote this condi-474 tional mutual information:
where p(θ, y|x, D t ) is the joint distribution of θ and y given a 480 stimulus x and dataset D t , the term p(θ|D t ) is the current pos-481 terior distribution over the parameters from previous trials, and 482 p(y|x, D t ) = dθ p(y|x, θ)p(θ|D t ) is known as the posterior-483 predictive distribution of y given x.
484
It is useful to note that the mutual information can equivalently 485 be written in two other ways involving Shannon entropy. The first 486 is given by:
where the first term is the entropy of the posterior at time t,
490 and the second is the conditional entropy of θ given y,
which is the entropy of the updated posterior after having observed 496
x and y, averaged over draws of y from the posterior predictive 497 distribution. Written this way, the mutual information can be seen 498
as the expected reduction in posterior entropy from a new stimulus-499 response pair. Moreover, the first term, H t (θ), is independent of 500 the stimulus and response on the current trial, so infomax stimulus 501 selection is equivalent to picking the stimulus that minimizes the 502 expected posterior entropy H t (θ|y; x).
503
A second equivalent expression for the mutual information, 504 which will prove useful for our sampling-based method, is:
506 which is the difference between the marginal entropy of the re-507 sponse distribution conditioned on x,
and the conditional entropy of the response y given θ, conditioned 510 on the stimulus:
This formulation shows the mutual information to be equal to the 513 difference between the entropy of the marginal distribution of y 514
conditioned on x (with θ integrated out) and the average entropy 515 of y given x and θ, averaged over the posterior distribution of θ. 516
The dual expansion of the mutual information was also used by 517 Kujala and Lukka (2006) .
518
In a sequential setting where t is the latest trial and t + 1 is the 519 upcoming one, the optimal stimulus is the information-maximizing 520 ("infomax") solution: adaptive stimulus selection sequence, for N = 10, 11, 15 and 20 respectively. In the middle row, the estimated PFs (solid lines) quickly approach the true PFs (dashed lines) through the adaptive and optimal selection of stimuli. This example was generated using the Laplace approximation based algorithm, with an independent Gaussian prior over the weights with mean zero and standard deviation σ = 10.
that our algorithm takes a "greedy" approach of optimizing one 525 trial at a time. For work on optimizing beyond the next trial, see 526 for example Kim, Pitt, Lu, and Myung (2017).
527
Selecting the optimal stimulus thus requires maximizing the mu- covariance C is equal to 1 2 log |C| up to a constant factor. If we ex-539 pand the mutual information as in (eq. 12), and recall that we need 540 only minimize the expected posterior entropy after observing the 541 response, the optimal stimulus for time-step t + 1 is given by: to be performed using the full accumulated data D t each time.
557
Once we have log |C(x, y)| for each given stimulus-observation 558 pair, we numerically sum this over a set of discrete counts y that 559
are likely under the posterior-predictive distribution. This is done 560 in two steps, by separating the integral in (eq. 19) as:
Note that the outer integral is over the current posterior p
, which is to be distinguished from the future posterior that the posterior may be less closely approximated by a Gaussian.
582
In order to exploit the convenient structure of reduced integral 583 over the weight space, we choose to maximize the partial infor-584 mation between the observation and the psychophysical weights, 585 I(w; y|x), instead of the full information I(θ; y|x). This is 586 a reasonable approximation in many cases where the stimulus-587 dependent behavior is the primary focus of the psychometric ex-588 periment (also see Prins (2013) for a similar approach). How-589 ever, we note that this is the only piece in this work where we 590 treat the weights separately from the lapse parameters; posterior 591 inference is still performed for the full parameter θ. Thus for 592
Laplace-based infomax exclusively, the partial covariance C ww = 593 −(∂ 2 (log P)/∂w 2 ) −1 is used in place of the full covariance 594 C = −(∂ 2 (log P)/∂θ 2 ) −1 , where P(θ) is the posterior distri-595 bution over the full parameter space. Because the positive semi-596 definiteness of the partial covariance is still not guaranteed, it needs 597 to be approximated to the nearest symmetric positive semi-definite 598 matrix when necessary (Higham, 1988) . We can show, however, 599 that the partial covariance is asymptotically positive semi-definite 600 in the small-lapse limit (Appendix A).
601
Infomax with MCMC. Sampling-based inference provides an 602 attractive alternative to Laplace's method when the model includes 603
non-zero lapse rates, where the posterior may be less well approx-604 imated by a Gaussian. To compute mutual information from sam-605 ples, it is more convenient to use the expansion given in (eq. 15), so 606 that it is expressed as the expected uncertainty reduction in entropy 607 of the response y, instead of a reduction in the posterior entropy. 608
This will make it straightforward to approximate integrals needed 609 for mutual information by Monte Carlo integrals involving sums 610 over samples. Also note that we are back in the full parameter 611 space; we no longer treat the lapse parameters separately, as we 612 did for the Laplace-based infomax.
613
Given a set of posterior samples {θ m } from p(θ|D t ), the poste-614 rior distribution at time t, we can evaluate the mutual information 615 using sums over "potential" terms that we denote by 616 L jm (x) ≡ p(y j = 1|x, θ m ) .
(21) 617
This allows us to evaluate the conditional response entropy as 
where we have evaluated the posterior-predictive distribution as
Putting together these terms, the mutual information can be evalu-624 ated as which is straightforward to evaluate for a set of candidate stimuli 627 {x}. The computational cost of this approach is therefore linear 628 in the number of samples, and the primary concern is the cost of 629 obtaining a representative sample from the posterior.
Results
631
We consider two approaches for testing the performance of our pro-632 posed stimulus-selection algorithms, one using simulated data, and 633 a second using an offline analysis of data from real psychophysical 634 experiments.
635
Simulated experiments. We first tested the performance of 636 our algorithms using simulated data from a fixed psychophysical 637 observer model. In these simulations, a stimulus x was selected on 638 each trial and the observer's response y was sampled from a "true" 639 psychometric function, p true (y|x) = p(y|x, θ true ).
640
We considered psychophysical models defined on a continuous (Fig. 5B) . We compared performance of our adaptive algo-652 rithms with a method that selected a stimulus uniformly at random 653 from the grid on each trial. We observed that the adaptive methods 654 tended to sample more stimuli near the boundaries between colored 655 regions on the stimulus space ( Fig. 5C ), which led to more efficient 656 estimates of the PF compared to the uniform stimulus selection ap-657 proach (Fig. 5D ). We also confirmed that the posterior entropy of 658 the inferred parameters decrease more rapidly with our adaptive 659 stimulus sampling algorithms, in all cases (Fig. 5E-F) . This was 660 expected because our algorithms explicitly attempt to minimize the 661 posterior entropy, by maximizing the mutual information.
662
For each true model, we compared the performances of four dif-663 ferent adaptive methods ( Fig. 6A-B) , defined by performing infer-664 ence with MAP or MCMC, and assuming lapse rate to be fixed 665 at zero or including a non-zero lapse parameters. Each of these 666
inference methods was also applied to data selected according to 667 a uniform stimulus selection algorithm. We quantified perfor-668 mance using the mean-squared error (MSE) between the true re-669 sponse probabilities p ij = p(y = j|x i , θ true ) and the estimated 670 For the MCMC-based inference, probabilities were given by the 674 predictive distribution, evaluated using an average over samples: 675
where {θ m } represent samples 676 from the posterior.
677
When the true model was lapse-free ( Fig. 6A) , lapse-free and 678 lapse-aware inference methods performed similarly, indicating that 679 there was minimal cost to incorporating parameters governing 680 lapse when lapses were absent. Under all inference methods, in-681 fomax stimulus selection outperformed uniform stimulus selec-682 tion by a substantial margin. For example, infomax algorithms 683 achieved in 50 − 60 trials the error levels that their uniform-684 stimulus-selection counterparts required 100 trials to achieve.
685
By contrast, when the true model had a non-zero lapse rate 686 (Fig. 6B) , adaptive stimulus selection algorithms based on the 687 lapse-free model failed to select optimal stimuli, performing even 688 ties. These easy trials are typically in the periphery of the stimulus 702 space (strong-stimulus regimes, referred to as "asymptotic perfor-703 mance intensity" in Prins (2012)).
704
However, that the effect of model mismatch due to non-zero 705 lapse only becomes problematic at high enough lapse rate; in the 706 simulation shown in Fig. 5F and Fig. 6B , we used a high lapse rate 707 of λ = 0.2 which is more typical in the case of less sophisti-708 cated animals such as rodents (see for example Scott, ple, Erlich, Tank, and Brody (2015)). With lapse rates more typ-710 ical in well-designed human psychophysics tasks (λ 0.05; see 711
for example Wichmann and Hill (2001a, 2001b) ), infomax algo-712 rithms still tend to perform better than uniform sampling algo-713 rithms (Fig. 6C) .
714
Finally, we measured the computation time per trial required by 715 our adaptive stimulus selection algorithms on a personal desktop 716
with an Intel i7 processor. With the Laplace-based algorithm, the 717 major computational bottleneck is the parameter space integration 718 in the infomax calculation, which scales directly with the model 719 complexity. We could easily achieve tens-of-milliseconds trials 720
in the case of the simple 2AFC task, and sub-second trials with 721 2-dimensional stimuli and 4-alternative responses, as used in the 722 current set of simulations ( Fig. 7A-B that the most-informative stimuli are selected first (also see Lewi, 739 Schneider, Woolley, and Paninski (2011) for a similar approach).
740
To obtain a re-ordering, we iteratively apply our algorithm to the 741 stimuli shown during the experiment. On each trial, we use our 742 adaptive algorithm to select the optimal stimulus from the set of 743 stimuli {x i } not yet incorporated into the model. This selection 744 takes place without access to the actual responses {y i }. We then 745 update the posterior using the stimulus x i and the response y i it ac-746 tually elicited during the experiment, then proceed to the next trial. 747 We can then ask whether adding the data according to the proposed 748 re-ordering would have led to faster narrowing of the posterior dis-749 tribution than other orderings.
750
To perform this analysis, we used a dataset from macaque 751 monkeys performing a four-alternative motion discrimination task 752 (Churchland, Kiani, & Shadlen, 2008) . Monkeys were trained to 753 observe a motion stimulus with dots moving in one of the four car-754 dinal directions, and report this direction of motion with an eye 755 movement. The difficulty of the task was controlled by varying the 756 fraction of coherently moving dots on each trial, with the remain-757 ing dots appearing randomly (Fig. 8A) . Each moving-dot stimulus 758 in this experiment could be represented as a two-dimensional vec-759 tor, where the direction of the vector is the direction of the mean 760 movement of the dots, and the amplitude of the vector is given by 761 the fraction of coherently moving dots (a number between 0 and 762 1). Each stimulus presented in the the experiment was aligned with 763 either one of the two cardinal axes of the stimulus plane (Fig. 8B) . 764 Because the monkeys were almost lapse-free in this task, inference methods that ignore lapse (E) and consider lapse (F) performed similarly. Standard error intervals over 100 runs are shown in lighter lines, but are very narrow.
The PF for this dataset consists of a set of four 2D curves, where 765 each curve specifies the probability of choosing a particular direc-766 tion as a function of location in the 2D stimulus plane (Fig. 8C) .
767
This monkey dataset contained more than 10, 000 total obser-768 vations at 29 distinct stimulus conditions, accumulating more than 769 300 observations per stimulus. This multiplicity of observations 770 per stimulus ensured that the posterior distribution given the full 771 dataset was narrow enough that it could be considered to provide a 772 "ground truth" psychometric function against which the inferences 773 based on the re-ordering experiment could be compared.
774
The first 100 stimuli selected by the infomax algorithms had 775 noticeably different statistics than the full dataset or its uniform chain {θ m } ∼ log p(θ|D full ) sampled the log posterior given the 791 full dataset. The re-ordering test on the monkey dataset showed 792 that our adaptive stimulus sampling algorithms were able to infer 793 the PF to a given accuracy in a smaller number of observations, 794 compared to a uniform sampling algorithm ( Fig. 8E-F) . In other 795 words, data collection could have been faster with an optimal re-796 ordering of the experimental procedure.
797
Exploiting the full stimulus space. In the experimental 798 dataset considered in the previous section, the motion stimuli were 799 restricted to points along the cardinal axes of the 2D stimulus plane 800 ( Fig. 8B) (Churchland et al., 2008) . In some experimental settings, 801 however, the psychometric functions of interest may lack identi-802 fiable axes of alignment or may exhibit asymmetries in shape or 803 orientation. Here we show that in such cases, adaptive stimulus 804 selection methods can benefit from the ability to select points from 805 the full space of possible stimuli. 806 We performed experiments with a simulated observer gov-807 erned by the lapse-free psychometric function estimated from the 808 macaque monkey dataset (Fig. 8C ). This psychometric function 809 was either aligned to the original stimulus axes (Fig. 9A-B ) or ro-810 tated counter-clockwise by 45 degrees (Fig. 9C) . We tested the per-811 formance of adaptive stimulus selection using the Laplace infomax 812 algorithm, with stimuli restricted to points along the cardinal axes 813 (Fig. 9A) , or allowed to a grid of points in the full 2D stimulus 814 plane ( Fig. 9B-C) .
815
The simulated experiment indeed closely resembled the results 816 of our dataset re-ordering test in terms of the statistics of adap-817 tively selected stimuli (compare Fig. 9A to the purple histogram in 818 Fig. 8D ). With the full 2D stimulus space aligned to the cardinal 819 axes, on the other hand, our adaptive infomax algorithm detected 820 and sampled more stimuli near the boundaries between colored re-821 gions in the stimulus plane, which were usually not on the cardi-822 nal axes (Fig. 9B ). Finally, we also observed that this automatic 823 exploitation of the stimulus space was not limited by the lack of 824 alignment between the PF and the stimulus axes; our adaptive in-825 fomax algorithm was just as effective in detecting and sampling the 826 boundaries between stimulus regions in the case of the unaligned 827 PF (Fig. 9C ).
828
The error traces in Fig. 9D show that we can infer the PF at a 829
given accuracy in an even fewer number of observations using our 830 adaptive algorithm on the full 2D stimulus plane (orange curves), 831
compared to the cardinal-axes design (black curves). It also con-832 firms that we can infer the PF accurately and effectively with an 833 unaligned stimulus space (red curves), as well as with an aligned 834 stimulus space. For comparison purposes, all errors were calcu-835 lated over the same 2D stimulus grid, even when the stimulus se-836 lection was from the cardinal axes. (This had negligible effects on 837 the resulting error values: compare the black curves in Fig. 9D and 838 the purple curves in Fig. 8E .)
839
Discussion 840 We developed effective Bayesian adaptive stimulus selection al-841 gorithms for inferring psychometric functions, with an objective of 842 maximizing the expected informativeness of each stimulus. The al-843
gorithms select an optimal stimulus adaptively in each trial, based 844 on the posterior distribution of model parameters inferred from the 845 accumulating set of past observations. 846 We emphasized that in psychometric experiments, especially 847 with animals, it is crucial to use models that can account for the 848 non-ideal yet common behaviors, such as omission (no response; 849 an additional possibility for the outcome) or lapse (resulting in 850 a random, stimulus-independent response). Specifically, we con-851 structed a hierarchical extension of a multinomial logistic (MNL) 852 model that incorporates both omission and lapse. Although we 853 did not apply these additional features to real data, we performed 854 simulated experiments to investigate their impacts on the accurate 855 inference of psychometric functions. To ensure applicability of the 856 extended model in real-time closed-loop adaptive stimulus selec-857 tion algorithms, we also developed efficient methods for inferring 858 the posterior distribution of the model parameters, with approxi-859 mations specifically suited for sequential experiments. Second, we demonstrated that our adaptive stimulus selection 883 study has implications on the optimization of the experimental de-884 signs more generally. Contrary to the conventional practice of ac-885 cumulating repeated observations at a small set of fixed stimuli, we 886
suggest that the (potentially high-dimensional) stimulus space can 887 be exploited more efficiently using our Bayesian adaptive stimulus 888 selection algorithm. Specifically, the adaptive stimulus selection 889 algorithm can automatically detect the structure of the stimulus 890 space (with respect to the psychometric function) as part of the 891 process. We also showed that there are benefits of using the full 892 stimulus space even when the PF is aligned to the cardinal axes of 893 the stimulus space. Heeger, 2002), models with output nonlinearities other than the 960 logistic (Kontsevich & Tyler, 1999; Schütt et al., 2016; A. B. Wat-961 son, 2017; A. B. Watson & Pelli, 1983) , or models that capture 962 overdispersion, e.g., due to non-stationarities of the observer, via a 963 hierarchical prior (Schütt et al., 2016 (6), first in the lapse-free case.
1202
A convenient property of the multinomial logistic model (a prop-1203 erty common to all generalized linear models) is that the parameter 1204 vector p i governing y depends only on a 1-dimensional projection 1205 of the input, V i = φ w i , which is known as the linear predictor. 1206
Recall that φ = φ(x) is the input feature vector. In the multinomial 1207 case, it is useful to consider the column vector of linear predictors 1208 for a single trial, V = [V 1 , · · · , V k ] , and the concatenated weight 1209 vector w = [w 1 , · · · , w k ] , consisting of all weights stacked 1210 into a single vector. We can summarize their linear relationship 1211
as V = Xw, where X is a block diagonal matrix containing k 1212 blocks of φ along the diagonal. In other words,
Derivatives. It is convenient to work in terms of the linear pre-1215 dictor V = {V i } first. If N y ≡ i y i = 1 is the total number of 1216 responses per trial, the first and second derivatives of L with respect 1217 to V are ∂L/∂V j = y j −N y p j and ∂ 2 L/∂V i ∂V j = N y p i (δ ij −p j ), 1218
respectively. Rewriting in vector forms, we have Putting back in terms of the weight vector w is easy, thanks to 1225 the linear relationship V = Xw: 
for an arbitrary vector z.
1238
Log likelihood with lapse. With a finite lapse rate λ, to recap, 1239 the multinomial logistic model is modified as
1242
Let us introduce the following abbreviations, 
We are interested in the derivatives of the log likelihood L = 1254 y log p with respect to V. The partial gradient:
Similarly, the partial Hessian is written as
1262
In vector forms, and with τ ≡ i t i and σ ≡ i s i , where x q = j x j q j . The partial Hessian is asymptotically neg-1281 ative semi-definite (which is equivalent to the log likelihood being 1282 concave) in the lapse-free limit, where t j → y j and s j → 0.
1283
Derivatives with respect to lapse parameters. From (2) and (3), 1284
Differentiating with respect to the auxiliary lapse parameter u i ,
The gradient is then
1290 1291 using the abbreviations in (33), the gradient of the log likelihood is
Second derivative with respect to lapse:
1296 1297 it is useful to notice that
1299 1300 The corresponding part of the Hessian:
1304 1305 Finally, the mixed derivative:
1307 1308 again it is useful to notice that the proposal distribution is too wide, most of the proposed moves 1352 would be rejected, once again resulting in the chain stuck at the ini-1353 tial point. In either case the chain would "mix" poorly (Rosenthal, 1354 2011). In this paper we restrict our consideration to the Metropolis-1355
Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953) , although the issue of 1356
proposal distribution optimization is universal in most variants of 1357 MCMC algorithms, only with implementation-level differences.
1358
The basic idea is that the optimal width of the proposal distribu-1359 tion would be determined in proportion to the typical length scale our algorithm is that the adjustment of the proposal distribution is 1379 made only at the end of each (sequential) chain, rather than at each 1380 proposal within the chain. This coarse-graining is a reasonable ap-1381 proximation because we will be sampling the posterior distribution 1382 many times as it refines over the course of data collection, once 1383 after each trial. Assuming that the change in posterior distribu-1384 tion after each new observation is small enough, we can justify our 1385 use of the statistics of the previous chain to adjust the properties 1386 of the current chain. Unlike in the fully adaptive algorithm where 1387 the proposal distribution needs to stabilize quickly within a single 1388 chain, we can allow multiple chains until stabilization, usually a 1389 few initial observations -leaving some room for the coarse-grained 1390 approximation. This is because, for our purpose, it is not impera-1391 tive that we have a good sampling of the distribution at the very 1392 early stage of the learning sequence where the accuracy is already 1393 limited by the smallness of the dataset.
1394
When applied to the sequential learning algorithm, our semi-1395 adaptive Metropolis sampler shows a consistent well-mixing prop-1396 erty after a few initial adjustments, with the standard deviation 1397 ( Fig. 10) . Whereas Kujala and Lukka (2006) also had the idea of 1399 adjusting the proposal density between trials, their scaling factor 1400 was fixed and independent of the sampling dimension. Building on 1401 more precise statistical observations, our method generalize well to ∆ t+1 = ∂L t+1 ∂w w=θt (49) 1430
Using the matrix inversion lemma (Henderson & Searle, 1981) , we 1433
can rewrite the posterior covariance update as where C is the covariance matrix, and X = ⊕ k j=1 g j is a fixed 1463 matrix constructed from direct sum of k vectors. It helps to work 1464 in a diagonalized coordinate system, so that we can separate out the 1465 relevant dimensions of w. We use the singular value decomposi-1466 tion of the design matrix (X = U GV with U = I and V = Q ).
1467
Because of the direct-sum construction, XX is already diagonal, 1468 and the left singular matrix is always I in this case. Then
1470
where G k is a k × k diagonal matrix and G q is a k × (q − k) 1471 matrix of zeros. We can now denote w k = (w 1 , · · · , w k ) and 1472 w q = (w k+1 , · · · , w q ) in the diagonalized variable w = Qw , 1473 such that 1474 w = [w k , w q ] , Gw = G k w k = (g 1 w 1 , g 2 w 2 , · · · g k w k ). Standardization. Finally, in order to deal with the numerical in-1493 tegration, it is convenient to have the normal distribution standard-1494 ized. We can use the Cholesky decomposition for the covariance 1495 matrix, where φ(θ) =ŷ t+1 +Lθ. Once the integration is standardized this 1508 way, there are a number of efficient numerical methods that can be 1509 applied.
1510
